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Mike Rogers 
 

We're trying something different for our February meeting. We 

will not meet on our regular day of Feb. 5. Instead, we will 

meet on Feb. 20 at 7:30 at Abrams for the Astronomical 
Horizons program "The Life of a Meteorite: From Birth in 

the Solar Nebula to Your Hands" presented by Seth 

Jacobson, Assistant Professor, Department of Earth and 

Environmental Sciences. We will mingle informally after Dr. 

Jacobson's talk. 

 

 

Remember...NO MEETING ON FEB. 5! Instead, we are 

meeting Feb. 20. 

 

 

For our March 4 meeting, Jason Blaschka will talk to us about 

the Chapter 11 bankruptcy of Meade and what is means to the 

astronomy retailing world. Of much interest to those of us who 

have a closet full of blue Meade telescopes! 
 

Mike Rogers 
As always, please let me know if you have ideas or 
suggestions for upcoming programs. 
Please email your program suggestions to me 
at mwrogers7@gmail.com 

Pres. Mike’s E-mail: mwrogers7@gmail.com 

 

Treasurer E-mail: chuck_taricska@yahoo.com 

 

New website: https://caaastronomy.wixsite.com/caaa 

 

Yahoo group E-mail: capital_area_astronomy@yahoogroups.com 

 

My E-mail: kmelvin33@gmail.com 
 

mailto:mwrogers7@gmail.com
mailto:mwrogers7@gmail.com
mailto:chuck_taricska@yahoo.com
https://caaastronomy.wixsite.com/caaa
mailto:capital_area_astronomy@yahoogroups.com
mailto:kmelvin33@gmail.com
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 Astronomers discover class of strange 
objects near our galaxy's enormous black 
hole 
January 15, 2020 
University of California - Los Angeles 
Astronomers have discovered a new class of bizarre objects 
at the center of our galaxy, not far from the supermassive 
black hole called Sagittarius A*. 

Astronomers from UCLA's Galactic Center Orbits 
Initiative have discovered a new class of bizarre 
objects at the center of our galaxy, not far from the 
supermassive black hole called Sagittarius A*. They 
published their research today in the journal Nature. 
"These objects look like gas and behave like stars," said co-
author Andrea Ghez, UCLA's Lauren B. Leichtman and 
Arthur E. Levine Professor of Astrophysics and director of the 
UCLA Galactic Center Group. The new objects look compact 
most of the time and stretch out when their orbits bring them 
closest to the black hole. Their orbits range from about 100 
to 1,000 years, said lead author Anna Ciurlo, a UCLA 
postdoctoral researcher. Ghez's research group identified an 
unusual object at the center of our galaxy in 2005, which was 
later named G1. In 2012, astronomers in Germany made a 
puzzling discovery of a bizarre object named G2 in the center 
of the Milky Way that made a close approach to the 
supermassive black hole in 2014. Ghez and her research 
team believe that G2 is most likely two stars that had been 
orbiting the black hole in tandem and merged into an 
extremely large star, cloaked in unusually thick gas and dust. 
"At the time of closest approach, G2 had a really strange 
signature," Ghez said. "We had seen it before, but it didn't 
look too peculiar until it got close to the black hole and 
became elongated, and much of its gas was torn apart. It 
went from being a pretty innocuous object when it was far 
from the black hole to one that was really stretched out and 
distorted at its closest approach and lost its outer shell, and 
now it's getting more compact again." "One of the things that 
has gotten everyone excited about the G objects is that the 
stuff that gets pulled off of them by tidal forces as they sweep 
by the central black hole must inevitably fall into the black 
hole," said co-author Mark Morris, UCLA professor of physics 
and astronomy. "When that happens, it might be able to 
produce an impressive fireworks show since the material 
eaten by the black hole will heat up and emit copious 
radiation before it disappears across the event horizon." But 
are G2 and G1 outliers, or are they part of a larger class of 
objects? In answer to that question, Ghez's research group 
reports the existence of four more objects they are calling 
G3, G4, G5 and G6. The researchers have determined each 
of their orbits. While G1 and G2 have similar orbits, the four 
new objects have very different orbits. Ghez believes all six 
objects were binary stars -- a system of two stars orbiting 
each other -- that merged because of the strong gravitational 
force of the supermassive black hole. The merging of two 
stars takes more than 1 million years to complete, Ghez said. 

"Mergers of stars may be happening in the universe 
more often than we thought, and likely are quite 
common," Ghez said. "Black holes may be driving binary 
stars to merge. It's possible that many of the stars we've 
been watching and not understanding may be the end 
product of mergers that are calm now. We are learning 
how galaxies and black holes evolve. The way binary 
stars interact with each other and with the black hole is 
very different from how single stars interact with other 
single stars and with the black hole." Ciurlo noted that 
while the gas from G2's outer shell got stretched 
dramatically, its dust inside the gas did not get stretched 
much. "Something must have kept it compact and 
enabled it to survive its encounter with the black hole," 
Ciurlo said. "This is evidence for a stellar object inside 
G2." "The unique dataset that Professor Ghez's group 
has gathered during more than 20 years is what allowed 
us to make this discovery," Ciurlo said. "We now have a 
population of 'G' objects, so it is not a matter of 
explaining a 'one-time event' like G2." The researchers 
made observations from the W.M. Keck Observatory in 
Hawaii and used a powerful technology that Ghez helped 
pioneer, called adaptive optics, which corrects the 
distorting effects of the Earth's atmosphere in real time. 
They conducted a new analysis of 13 years of their 
UCLA Galactic Center Orbits Initiative data. In 
September 2019, Ghez's team reported that the black 
hole is getting hungrier and it is unclear why. The 
stretching of G2 in 2014 appeared to pull off gas that 
may recently have been swallowed by the black hole, 
said co-author Tuan Do, a UCLA research scientist and 
deputy director of the Galactic Center Group. The 
mergers of stars could feed the black hole. The team has 
already identified a few other candidates that may be part 
of this new class of objects, and are continuing to 
analyze them. Ghez noted the center of the Milky Way 
galaxy is an extreme environment, unlike our less hectic 
corner of the universe. "The Earth is in the suburbs 
compared to the center of the galaxy, which is some 
26,000 light-years away," Ghez said. "The center of our 
galaxy has a density of stars 1 billion times higher than 
our part of the galaxy. The gravitational pull is so much 
stronger. The magnetic fields are more extreme. The 
center of the galaxy is where extreme astrophysics 
occurs -- the X-sports of astrophysics." Ghez said this 
research will help to teach us what is happening in the 
majority of galaxies. Other co-authors include Randall 
Campbell, an astronomer with the W.M. Keck 
Observatory in Hawaii; Aurelien Hees, a former UCLA 
postdoctoral scholar, now a researcher at the Paris 
Observatory in France; and Smadar Naoz, a UCLA 
assistant professor of physics and astronomy. The 
research is funded by the National Science Foundation, 
W.M. Keck Foundation and Keck Visiting Scholars 
Program, the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, the 
Heising-Simons Foundation, Lauren Leichtman and 
Arthur Levine, Jim and Lori Keir, and Howard and Astrid 
Preston.  
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Abrams Planetarium programs.  

“Perfect little planet”  Sunday at 2:30 till March 

15th 

“The sun our living star” Fridays and Saturdays 

8:00 p.m. 

Sundays 4:00 p.m.  

      Fox Park Observatory Public Nights:  

Jan. 31, Feb 1st;  Feb 15th astrophoto night, 

 Feb 28, 29th open house. 

Weather permitting check their website. 

 jb.foxpark@gmail.com 

 

 

Astronomical horizons lecture series. 
 February 20, 2020: "The Life of a Meteorite: 

From Birth in the Solar Nebula to Your 

Hands" Seth Jacobson, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Earth and Enviromental 

Sciences. 
 

Abrams Planetarium. Each talk begins at 7:30 p.m. 

and there is no charge for admission. 

 

                             UPCOMING EVENTS 

Continued from page 2. 

In July 2019, Ghez's research team reported on the most 

comprehensive test of Einstein's iconic general theory of 

relativity near the black hole. They concluded that 

Einstein's theory passed the test and is correct, at least for 

now.  

Materials provided by University of California - Los 

Angeles. Original written by Stuart Wolpert 

 

Taking the temperature of dark matter 
January 15, 2020 
University of California – Davis 
Warm, cold, just right? Physicists are using gravitational 
lensing to take the temperature of dark matter, the 
mysterious substance that makes up about a quarter of our 
universe. We have very little idea of what dark matter is and 
physicists have yet to detect a dark matter particle. But we 
do know that the gravity of clumps of dark matter can distort 
light from distant objects. Chris Fassnacht, a physics 
professor at UC Davis and colleagues are using this 
distortion, called gravitational lensing, to learn more about 
the properties of dark matter. The standard model for dark 
matter is that it is 'cold,' meaning that the particles move 
slowly compared to the speed of light, Fassnacht said. This 
is also tied to the mass of dark matter particles. The lower 
the mass of the particle, the 'warmer' it is and the faster it will 
move. The model of cold (more massive) dark matter holds 
at very large scales, Fassnacht said, but doesn't work so well 
on the scale of individual galaxies. That's led to other models 
including 'warm' dark matter with lighter, faster-moving 
particles. 'Hot' dark matter with particles moving close to the 
speed of light has been ruled out by observations. Former 
UC Davis graduate student Jen-Wei Hsueh, Fassnacht and 
colleagues used gravitational lensing to put a limit on the 
warmth and therefore the mass of dark matter. They 
measured the brightness of seven distant gravitationally 
lensed quasars to look for changes caused by additional 
intervening blobs of dark matter and used these results to 
measure the size of these dark matter lenses. f dark matter 
particles are lighter, warmer and more rapidly-moving, then 
they will not form structures below a certain size, Fassnacht 
said. "Below a certain size, they would just get smeared out," 
he said. The results put a lower limit on the mass of a 
potential dark matter particle while not ruling out cold dark 
matter, he said. The team's results represent a major 
improvement over a previous analysis, from 2002, and are 
comparable to recent results from a team at UCLA. 
Fassnacht hopes to continue adding lensed objects to the 
survey to improve the statistical accuracy. "We need to look 
at about 50 objects to get a good constraint on how warm 
dark matter can be," he said.  A paper describing the work is 
published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical 
Society. Additional coauthors are: W. Enzi, S. Vegetti and G. 
Despali, Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics, Garching, 
Germany; M. W. Auger, Institute of Astronomy, University of 
Cambridge, U.K.; L. V. E. Koopmans, Kapteyn Astronomical 
Institute, University of Groningen, The Netherlands and J. P. 
McKean, Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy. The 
work was supported by the National Science Foundation, the 
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research and the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
 
Materials provided by University of California - Davis. 
Original written by Andy Fell.  

mailto:jb.foxpark@gmail.com
http://newsroom.ucla.edu/releases/astronomy-strange-objects-galaxy-black-hole
http://www.ucla.edu/
http://www.ucla.edu/
https://www.ucdavis.edu/news/taking-temperature-dark-matter
http://www.ucdavis.edu/


            

 

 

 

 

                

                                                                                                 

 
    

           Center of Milky Way galaxy (stock image). 
             Credit: © Sarote   
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Abrams Planetarium 
755 Science Rd. 

East Lansing, Michigan 

                            48824 

If you have Astronomy items for sale, images, test reports 

or observations you would like to post to the newsletter, 

please send them to me at kmelvin33@gmail.com 

 

 

Club dues.  Please send to Chuck $12.00 

Treasurer E-mail: chuck_taricska@yahoo 
 Thank you all for supporting the group. 

mailto:kmelvin33@gmail.com
mailto:chuck_taricska@yahoo

